
BE A MUSEUM CURATOR 
 

Museum curators are the "keepers of history." They take care of artwork and historical 
artifacts, and create exhibitions with these objects and the stories that go along with 

them. Watch the video Be a Curator with Lottie Fiddes from the Peoria Riverfront 
Museum! 

 
 

RELATED ACTIVITIES  
 

Curate an Art Exhibit  
 
When museum curators create an exhibition, they select and organize objects. They 
select the objects that tell the story they want to tell. And then they organize them in a 
way that helps other people understand this story.   
 
Activity: Draw or find at least five drawings. They can be drawings you made, drawings 
someone else in your house made, or drawings you found online that you like.  
 
When you are selecting your drawings, think about why you chose them -  are you 
interested in how your drawing has changed over time? Seeing the different things you 
draw? How different artists draw the same thing, like people or places?  
 
Once you have picked your art, pick a room to display them in – any space with a wall 
you can hang the drawings in. 
 
Then think about how you want to organize the art. You can use the following questions 
to help you:  

• Are you telling a story? What do you want 
people who visit your exhibit to think about or 
learn? 

• Is there a specific order to the drawings?  
• Where are you going to hang the first 

drawing?  
• Where are you going to hang the last 

drawing?  
• Are the drawings close to each other, or 

further apart?  
 
Curate a History Exhibit  
 
Museum curators sometimes create exhibits about historical eras and even our current 
time. These exhibitions can help people understand the past and the present. Usually 
exhibits start with a paragraph that explains what the exhibit is about. 

https://youtu.be/agJjrXPsIJ8


Activity: Pick five objects in your household. Think about what these objects say about 
life in the 21st century. You might want to think about: 

• What objects are important in your life? 
• What objects are different than something your parents might have grown up 

with? 
• Is there anything special about these objects?  
• How do they relate to each other?  

 
Give your exhibit a title, and write a paragraph to introduce it! 
 
 
Work in a Team to Turn a Collection into an Exhibit 
 
An important skill in being a museum curator is working with 
others.  

Activity: This activity starts with a collection – what do you 
collect? You can use a collection of toys, books, rocks, coins, 
pens, stuffed animals, or anything else! 

Find three friends or family members to be on your exhibit 
team. Here are some of the roles that you can assign 
(choose one of them for yourself):  

• Curator: Selects the objects and the story you will tell in your exhibit. 
• Exhibit Interpretation Specialist: Writes the labels for the objects. Usually labels 

include the object name, the date it was made (or a guess), who made it (if 
you know), and a sentence or two about why this object is important and 
how it relates to the story the exhibit is telling. 

• Marketing Coordinator: Creates advertisements (like posters or radio ads or 
social media posts) to tell people about the exhibit and encourage them to 
visit. 

• Education Manager: Designs activities that go along with your exhibit and 
helps people understand the exhibit ideas and story, or the objects in the 
exhibit, better. 

 
When creating the exhibit, make sure that you keep collaboration in mind, because 
you can’t do it alone!  
 


